PEKING
anything and sleep anywhere, and also his sure grasp of the
kernel of any situation, of the essential point in any argu-
ment. I appreciated still more his horror of any distortion
of facts and the native objectivity with which he recounted
them. Further, I knew that Fleming would tolerate neither
my tuneless singing nor my primitive cooking. And finally
I knew that I myself would not be intractable about any of
the three questions that were liable to ruffle his calm. They
were his pipe, his hunting and his opinions on dramatic art.
But would our understanding last? I remembered that
after travelling in Manchuria with him I had rejoiced at the
idea of starting off on my own again to discover the world.
And Peter warned me that his affected manner and languid
Oxford accent had driven his last travelling companion
nearly crazy. Then I put him on his guard against my
grumbling, which had exasperated the friends who travelled
with me on board different sailing ships. . . .
We had to get over these qualms. There was a graver cause
for hesitation about our plans. Peter wished to travel as
quickly as possible. For many reasons he felt obliged to get
back to England. Whereas I wanted to dawdle in my usual
fashion, as if I had the whole of eternity before me.
We could only leave the problem to be decided by events.
So our departure was agreed upon. We would share the
travelling expenses of the Smigunovs and, ultimately, the
hardships of prison. My knowledge of Russian, which was
greater than Peter's, would help in our relations with our
guides who knew no western language. On the other
hand, if we got as far as Kashgar it would be all to my
advantage to have an Englishman as fellow-traveller when
it came to entering India over the Himalayas.
Finally, and what put the seal on my decision, Peter,
from what I knew of his life, had been born under a lucky
star.
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